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See the full text of the steam resolution scale to increase vr resolution, play max settings, and installed 4k mods, grid mod improvements, etc., but nothing works. The game looks blurry like crap and I don't see any npc faces if they are within 5 feet of me and everything else is blurry and pixelated like hell. Other games like Super Hot and Labs look so sharp and beautiful. Am I
doing something wrong, or am I missing something? What else should I try to improve the visuals? Features: I7 6700k 16GB 3200 MHz RAM RTX 2080 Displays: 1440p 165hz, and 1080p 60hz Edit: HMD is a Samsung Odyssey, presented /u/Hugh00Mungus (link) Read: Stupid idea for VR all-directed treadmill Note: This is only to be used for spam messages, advertising, and
problematic (harassment, wrestling, or crude) posts. How do I fix a blurry PSVR image? It's the ultimate immersion killer, after all - there's a beautiful virtual world rendered all around you, but you're fighting the fog to see it. There will always be some degree of fusibility when you play PlayStation VR because of the screen resolution and the fact that you're tying it millimeters away
from your eyes, but if the image is especially out of focus, then here are a few things you can try to clean up the image quality of the headset. How do I fix a blurry PSVR image since you capture fuzzy images in PSVR? Well, we recommend trying the following steps to make sure you get a clearer image inside the headset. It's an obvious place to start, but you'll be surprised at
how many people overlook such simple details. If you accidentally touched the lenses in the PSVR headset with your finger or even eyelashes, there may be residue on the surface of the glass. Use a microfibre fabric and give both lenses a quick polish; Be sure to be gentle, so you don't tag the lenses, but carefully enough to erase any shooting. Condensation can also be a
problem with PSVR; Sticking a cold glass next to a warm face can cause some steam inside the headset, which is going to hide your vision in virtual reality. If this happens, then of course you are going to want to clean the lenses with microfiber tissue. One tip to avoid this problem is to power the headset a few minutes before you plan to play; this heats the hardware and reduces
the likelihood of condensation. Do you wear the PSVR headset properly? If you are, then you should be able to see with pixel perfect clarity. A good way to test this is to stay on the PS4 dashboard when you're on the headset and make sure there's no blur or fogging on the menu screen. If you get fog or double vision and you're sure everything is clean, then you may need to just
push the headset around your face to sweet spot. Be careful while you do this, you don't want to break the PSVR headset. We recommend simply gently moving the headset around your face using a strip on your forehead. Works of Work everything comes into focus and then tighten the headset in a position using the wheel on the back. Remember that you can also move the
headset screen closer or further away from your eyes, and it can also help with cleaning up any blur. Measure the distance from eye to eye is a fancy word, isn't it? If you're sure your PSVR headset is clean and equipped properly and you're still getting blurry, then it may be time to adjust the interpapilic distance. While most of you shouldn't need this step, it can help you with a few
stragglers who are struggling with poor image quality. Just go to the Settings from the main PS4 menu (it's a toolkit icon in the top row) and then go to the devices of the PlayStation VR zgt; measure the distance from eye to eye and follow the steps. You will need to take a picture of your face and basically level the boxes over the position of your eyes. Keep trying until you're sure
of the correct setup, and hopefully it will clean up any remaining blur. Remember that PSVR isn't perfect, if you're still getting blurty, then you can try rebooting the PSVR headset and PS4 console, but for now you may have to admit that any problems you're experiencing can be down to the limitations of the hardware itself. For example, you will always get double vision in
peripheral vision due to the curvature of PSVR lenses. As mentioned earlier, you are essentially tying the screen to your face, meaning that the questions will always be highlighted. Try putting your face next to your TV screen for a while and you'll likely spot the same flaws - even on top of the 4K panel range. It's worth adding that because all software is designed differently, some
titles work at a higher resolution than others, which means that some games will just look sharper than others. If you're playing on a standard PS4, an upgrade to the PS4 Pro can help, as some games have higher resolution on supercharged hardware and use supersampling to improve overall image quality. Your mileage will change, but this option is worth exploring. Do you have
a blurry PSVR image problem? Do you have any other tips to add on top of ours? Put your thoughts in the spotlight in the comments section below. Hi, let me first explain a few things I'm new to VR, Skyrim is my first VR game, so this issue is probably something very obvious, I haven't yet to figure out, or it's just the way it should be. Inside SkyrimVR things that are within reach
(texts, symbols, objects, ....) are crystal clear, they look amazing, but once I take a few steps from them they get very blurry. I Googled for an answer, found this but it doesn't seem to matter at all, or at least a very, very small difference. Also, I tried to randomly change the settings in the game in the VR Performance section, but nothing helps (disabling TAA seems to help a bit,
but does The game is so jagged it's unplayable). I use WMR with the Lenovo Explorer set. The house cliffs effect also has, but a lot less obvious. Any ideas? It is ok? my eyes are wrong? XDDDDThx Pimax Equipment Pimax Talk For years I've used Reshade (and sometimes ENB when absolutely necessary - but it's too much performance hog most of the time) and driver-level
controls to control the sharpness of the game, AA, and any number of other things, even when playing stereo through. TriDef and/or SuperDepth 3D. Unfortunately, Reshade won't type into HMD (or if possible, I wasn't able to figure out how), and Nvidia driver level AA redefines also do nothing, at least in the titles I've tried. I look specifically at the problem of titles like Skyrim VR,
where only AA mode is available blurred for all understanding (actually, how heck they ever think TAA was acceptable to AA, period?) it's not such a big deal in other titles that give an array of normal AA options. ENBs will apparently work, but I'm really trying to avoid it if possible. Does anyone know about the decision? 5 loves Hi @mr_spongeworthy, just follow him for sure. I
tried this method and it works very well. The best quality settings for STEAMVR I've found the Pimax 8K series So, I have RTX2080ti-Pimax8k and play games such as Elite, ETS2, P.Cars2 etc (simulators) I've found settings where I have the best picture and acceptable FPS. Pitool SS - 2.0 SteamVR - 25% (its 0.5 downsampling) to check steamvr variants:
allowSupersampleFiltering: true, allowAsyncReprojection : false, allowInterleavedReprojection : false, includeResolution : false, maxRecommendedResolution : 4432, zlt; is half Pitool SS 2.0 resolution (if you use 1.75 of it should be lower)... See you later. 3 Loves Honestly, just use this VR High Fidelity enb. It is lightweight and has an amazing and advanced sharpening filter.
Makes a huge difference. Sort the tone of the display as well. It also helps with the darkness on the LCD panel. 3 Loves There is something that the solution above some of them found workable. For me at the end of the day ingame AA only makes the image VR blur. VR SS is the only way to combat image quality. You can try using higher SS than SteamVR recommended, and
for me the easiest way is to use Per App permission to install it at 150% or 200% if the frames aren't too slow in the game. If your app is stable with it, use 200% App SS in SteamVR in conjunction with PiTool Fixed Advanced Rendering. This reduces the render res around the edges to lighten the load for your GPU by giving a good image in the center. 1 As though I would like to
know the answer to other engines as I believe the ENB above is so important in Skyrim. I really miss not having it in Names. 1 Like Fitzy: Honestly, just use this VR High Fidelity enb. Yes, I've considered trying that a few times, but it doesn't set and forget about this solution (I really don't like a few addictions, it's this sets so fragile - any update can break things on multiple levels,
and if any one part of the dependency chain becomes unsupported, the whole chain breaks). Anyway, it's also based on people who use TAA that I don't do. TAA's performance hit is significant and I would push as many pixels as possible to HMD for a decent SS (I run Skyrim VR and 1.0 PiTool quality and 125% Steam VR SS, with PP ON due to the focal issues Skyrim VR
otherwise presents). Ideally I want something with very light AA and sharpening options. (For example, Fallout 3 through. Vorpx is brilliant as I can use the traditional 2xAA, 4xAA or 8xAA at very high resolution (slightly lower in 8x) and then use the Vorpx sharpener feature to add details. It works so well. FO3 this way is one of the most promising VR games I've ever seen.
Incredibly clear and detailed yet with extremely low alias artifacts). 2 Loves I use it without TAA. It's incredibly poignant. You can crank the sharpening to the right up, it understands the depth and neutralizes the halo at the edges. Although there are a large number of aliases on trees etc. I also crank up a pair of SS to 120-130%. I think it's above 120% where 5k comes into its own.
Although that ENB does help reduce the need for it. you can also run Skyrim without PP on. You just get some soft clippings on the periphery and the boot screens are out of focus. I don't think you'll find an AA option other than the one on the table in the old Skyrim engine. You can tinker with TAA levels with console commands. But that's it. 2 loves Fitzy: You can also run Skyrim
without PP on. You just get some soft clippings on the periphery and the boot screens are out of focus. I also get small coordinating plane issues with water and shadows. It's not everywhere, at all angles, but it's very annoying and it doesn't happen with pp on. The question: I see a lot of suggestions for running PiTools the quality of the setting is very high. I've been playing a lot
with this, and all it seems to do for me is the same thing you can do with the quality Of the Steam VR SS slider - it's ultimately just another way to change the total number of pixels rendered. Do you have a good reason to run the PiTools quality slider above for some reason rather than use the same feature through. Steam VR Tools? 3 Likes yes, I noticed that mentioned and
noticed it from a distance sometimes. I just decided that a huge performance hit isn't worth fixing it. It's best to get more immersion from turning everything else and get used to small niggles. I admit everyone has their own subjective balance they want to strike though. RE Pitool quality setting. SweViver mentioned somewhere there are some benefits. Although I can't remember
for sure, I'm on my own. The way I experimented with it seems to be doing the same. I know that someone said that you should set it high and then drag down the Steam SS. And as Pitool is having above 100% you can never go below your native. So you would Par on something like 20-30% and it will still be high. So pass on that one. Excuse me! 2 Loves At this point, as far as I
can tell, there is no way outside of ENB to currently type in VR - for the most part everything you do will effect only the display on the regular monitor (if you have the kind of game displayed there at all). In terms of Skyrim (so there must be a really different thread), I was able to remove almost everything flickering without using TAA (I can't use TAA, period, even with all the
sharpening in the world, I find it too soft, plus it pulsates - blur on the movement and then sharpens a bit when you stop moving. Much of the fix was better vanilla trees: which almost completely removes the tree flicker. A few suggestions here in this Skyrim VR tips guide also helped a lot, allowing me to click above the SS settings (currently running at 132% SS with a conservative
FFR on normal FOV): In particular, take a look at the VR FPS stabilizer: but most importantly: that really worked well for me. 3 Loves Thank You for tips. I've used many of them (installed an FPS stabilizer, but haven't tried it yet). And I have a frankenstien modlist that is part Sirvagg, part AerowynX, and a host of others I've added until it looks like a massive jenga tower wobble.
But the texture of the tree is new to me and shimmering sure is bad normal! I'll be sure to check it out later. The FPS Stabilizer removes draw distances in low FPS situations - so it's very useful if you have great performance in all but a few areas and don't want to reduce quality everywhere you need it just for those few places. The latest mod on this list requires a custom .dll and
recycles something with the way the engine handles the processing of mods that cause the number of mods you need to reduce performance, even if these mods should actually have zero performance impact. It definitely helped for me and I didn't even work all that many fashions compared to many people. 1 How I put a request on Pimax to implement Reshade or equivalent
Support Pitool in this topic: Good, as noticed by myself and a few others. Sharpening filters make a huge difference in loyalty in VR. Equivalent however many % of the super sample (as noted on the Mirage page. But it's mostly free wise, it's like getting a graphics card update! It's a total non-brain to run it, and it's a really low-hanging fruit to improve image quality. Especially since
VR appeals for any kind of enhancem ... I know. that's what you're interested in @mr_spongeworthy. So if you add your support it's likely to happen! Pimax is actually usually very good at adding community requested features. Cheers. 2 Loves Oh, and in response to that. Mirage has highlighted in other streams that Steam VR adds a blur filter to anything other than 100% SS. And
that's the reason to use Pitool for super sampling. I'm interested. I really thought about making a feature request myself, but realized that it would fall on deaf ears. I'm going to jump on that thread. Being able to use PiTool to force ReShade for injections will be brilliant and can actually be a great advantage for Pimax. (For example, my no TAA ever solution fo4 in TriDef (and
SuperDepth3d for a while, a) there was both FXAA and SMAA's ReShade Plus sharpening tool (can't remember which one) and filmgrain with a bit of reduced saturation. As for SteamVR adding a little Blur with SS, you may be right. I turned the SteamVR SS to 100% and set the PiTool to 125% as well, and things seemed to look a little sharper, but it was also a bit more of a
pseudonym (remember, I don't use TAA). However, my performance has been noticeably worse in this configuration, making essentially zero sense as my SteamVR SS setup is 136%. The only thing I can think is that 1.25 in PiTool does not mean 125%. The problem, anyway, is that without installing the camera through the lens I don't know how much of my perceived difference
is real and how much is just the placebo effect when it comes to relatively small variations in settings. (I'm sure to see a heck of a difference though if I go to insane SS values and wander for a minute or two like 30fps. things really get a pretty clear way up at like 180%SS, but the alias never goes away). Finally, if someone pays attention to the off-topic Skyrim VR part of this topic,
take a look at my posts on the FPS Link Stabilizer page. You can change a lot more variables that changes the default mod. I actually removed all the default variables, and I use it to change the object, actor and item to draw distances in real time, which seems very good to me (and why go through all the bother of getting DynDOLOD all the settings and working properly just to
turn off the distant LOD land?). 3 Loves yes. It would be great if they implemented it. Thank you for the additional features of the FPS stabiliser. I'll definitely check that out! One might think that people forget that increasing SS increases sharpness not unlike VSR and DSR does on flat displays. I was able to get ENB is working SVR, but as always, it has quite a performance value
compared to ReShade. It's also much harder to control which filters you want to use, etc. but it works where ReShade does so I think that's what we're stuck with at the moment. I was able to use FXAA plus sharpening in the ENB profile and the SVR looks much better this way; very few aliases and almost as stark. 2 Loves This theme was automatically closed 60 days after the
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